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Goal

1. Understand the working principle of the
steering behaviors

2. Be able to deal with steering methods
3. Autonomously moving agents,
4. Agents Group Behaviors.
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What is an Autonomous Agent?

• An autonomous agent is a system situated
within and a part of an environment that
senses that environment and acts on it,
over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and
so as to effect what it senses in the future.

Agent
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Movement of an autonomous agent
Hierarchy of motion behaviors

Articial Intelligence
Strategy, Planning,
Choosing goals,

Decision Making, Path Planning
Target Selection,  Handling etc.

Steering:
Path determination

steering force
how fast

Locomotion:
Animation, articulation

How of traveling
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Movement of an autonomous agent
The movement of an autonomous agent can be broken down into three layers:
1. Action Selection: This is the part of the agent's

behavior responsible for choosing its goals and deciding
what plan to follow. It is the part that says "go here" and
"do A, B, and then C.«

2. Steering: This layer is responsible for calculating the
desired trajectories required to satisfy the goals and
plans set by the action selection layer. Steering
behaviors are the implementation of this layer. They
produce a steering force that describes where an agent
should move and how fast it should travel to get there.

3. Locomotion: The bottom layer, locomotion, represents the more mechanical aspects of an
agent's movement.
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Agents and Steering Behaviors
class Relationships
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Updating the Vehicle Physics
The method Vehicle::Update is the workhorse of the Vehicle class.
• bool Vehicle::Update(double time_elapsed) {

//calculate the combined force from each steering behavior in the vehicle's list
SVector2D SteeringForce = m_pSteering->Calculate();

• First the steering force for this simulation step is calculated. The Calculate method sums all a
vehicle's active steering behaviors and returns the total steering force.
Acceleration = Force/Mass
SVector2D acceleration = SteeringForce /Mass;

• update velocity
Velocity += acceleration * time_elapsed;

• make sure vehicle does not exceed maximum velocity:
Velocity.Truncate(MaxSpeed);

• update the position
Pos += Velocity * time_elapsed;

• update the heading if the vehicle has a velocity greater than a very small value
if (Velocity.LengthSq() > 0.00000001) {Heading = Vec2DNormalize(Velocity);
m_vSide = m_vHeading.Perp(); }
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Steering Behaviors: Seek
• Seek: steering behavior is a force that directs an agent toward a target

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Seek(Vector2D TargetPos)

{ Vector2D DesiredVelocity =
Vec2DNormalize( TargetPos - Vehicle->Pos()) *Vehicle->MaxSpeed();

return (DesiredVelocity - Vehicle->Velocity()); } .

•Seek comes in hand for all sorts of
things. Other steering behaviors will
make use of it. Seek is only for fixe, not
moving object.
Notice how the agent will overshoot the target and then turn around to approach again.
The amount of overshoot is determined by the ratio of MaxSpeed to MaxForce.

• desired velocity is calculated. This is the
velocity the agent would need to reach
the target position in an ideal world. It
represents the vector from the agent to
the target, scaled to be the length of the
maximum possible speed of the agent.

• The steering force returned by this
method is the force required, which
when added to the agent's current
velocity vector gives the desired velocity

Target

Agent
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Flee
Flee is the opposite of seek. Instead of producing a steering force to steer the agent
toward a target position, flee creates a force that steers the agent away. Here's the
code:

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Flee(Vector2D TargetPos)
{ Vector2D DesiredVelocity = Vec2DNormalize(Vehicle->Pos() -TargetPos) *
Vehicle->MaxSpeed();
return (DesiredVelocity - Vehicle->Velocity()); }

Note how the only difference is that the DesiredVelocity is calculated using a vector
pointing in the opposite direction:

(Vehicle->Pos() – TargetPos
instead of
TargetPos –Vehicle->Pos()).
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Fleeing
Flee can be easily adjusted to generate a fleeing force only when a
vehicle comes within a certain range of the target 'panic distance'.

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Flee(Vector2D TargetPos)
{
const double PanicDistanceSq = 100.0 * 100.0;
if (Vec2DDistanceSq(Vehicle->Pos(), target) > PanicDistanceSq) {
return Vector2D(0,0); }
Vector2D DesiredVelocity = Vec2DNormalize(Vehicle->Pos() -
TargetPos) * Vehicle->MaxSpeed();
return (DesiredVelocity - Vehicle->Velocity()); }
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Combining Forces

Agent
Target

Desired velocity
Seek

Desired velocity
Flee

flee path

flee steering seek path

current velocity

seek steering
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Arrive
• Arrive is a behavior that steers the agent in such a way it decelerates onto the target position.
• In addition to the target, it takes a parameter of the enumerated type Deceleration, given by: enum

Deceleration{slow = 3, normal = 2, fast = 1};
• Arrive uses this value to calculate how much time the agent desires to take to reach the target. From

this value we can calculate at what speed the agent must travel to reach the target position in the
desired amount of time. After that, the calculations proceed just like they did for seek.

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Arrive(Vector2D TargetPos, Deceleration deceleration)
{ Vector2D ToTarget = TargetPos - Vehicle->Pos(); //calculate the distance to the target position
double dist = ToTarget.Length();
if (dist > 0)
{ because Deceleration is enumerated as an int, this value is required to provide fine tweaking of the deceleration. const
double DecelerationTweaker = 0.3;
calculate the speed required to reach the target given the desired deceleration

double speed = dist / ((double)deceleration * DecelerationTweaker);

make sure the velocity does not exceed the max

speed = min(speed, Vehicle->MaxSpeed());
Vector2D DesiredVelocity = ToTarget * speed / dist;
return (DesiredVelocity - Vehicle->Velocity()); }

return Vector2D(0,0); }
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Notice how when the vehicle is far away from the target arrive behavior acts just the same as seek, and
how the deceleration only comes into effect when the vehicle gets close to the target.



Pursuit
• Pursuit behavior is useful when an agent is required to intercept a

moving target. It could keep seeking to the current position of the
target of course, but this wouldn't really help to create the illusion of
intelligence.

Supposed to be facing!!
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Pursuit
Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Pursuit(const Vehicle* evader)
{ //if the evader is ahead and facing the agent then we can just seek for the evader's current position.

Vector2D ToEvader = evader->Pos() - Vehicle->Pos();
double RelativeHeading = Vehicle->Heading().Dot(evader->Heading());
if ((ToEvader.Dot(Vehicle->Heading()) > 0) && (RelativeHeading < -0.95))
{ return Seek(evader->Pos()); } //acos(0.95)=18 degs

//Not considered ahead so we predict where the evader will be, the look-ahead time is proportional to the distance between the

evader and the pursuer; and is inversely proportional to the sum of the agents' velocities

double LookAheadTime = ToEvader.Length() / (Vehicle->MaxSpeed() +
evader->Speed());

//now seek to the predicted future position of the evader

return Seek(evader->Pos() + evader->Velocity() * LookAheadTime); }
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Evade
• Evade is almost the same as pursuit except that

this time the evader flees from the estimated
future position.

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Evade(const Vehicle* pursuer)
{
Vector2D ToPursuer = pursuer->Pos() - m_pVehicle->Pos();
//the look-ahead time is proportional to the distance between the pursuer and the evader; and is
// inversely proportional to the sum of the agents' velocities

double LookAheadTime =
ToPursuer.Length() / (m_pVehicle->MaxSpeed() + pursuer->Speed());

//now flee away from predicted future position of the pursuer

return Flee(pursuer->Pos() + pursuer->Velocity() * LookAheadTime);
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Hide
Hiding positions/spots

The distance to each of the hiding
spots is determined.

The agent then uses the arrive
behavior to steer to the closest.

If no appropriate obstacles can
be found, the agent evades
the target.
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Interpose
Interpose returns a steering force that moves a vehicle to the midpoint of the
imaginary line connecting two other agents. A soccer player intercepting a pass
are examples of this type of behavior.

The midpoint of these predicted positions is determined and finally the vehicle
uses the arrive behavior to steer toward that point.
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Interpose
Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Interpose(const Vehicle* AgentA, const Vehicle*
AgentB)
{ first we need to figure out where the two agents are going to be at time T in the future. This is

approximated by determining the time taken to reach the midway point at the current time at max speed.

Vector2D MidPoint = (AgentA->Pos() + AgentB->Pos()) / 2.0;
double TimeToReachMidPoint =
Vec2DDistance(Vehicle->Pos(), MidPoint) / Vehicle->MaxSpeed();

//now we have the time, we assume that agent A and agent B will continue on a straight trajectory and extrapolate
to get their future positions

Vector2D APos = AgentA->Pos() + AgentA->Velocity() * TimeToReachMidPoint;
Vector2D BPos = AgentB->Pos() + AgentB->Velocity() * TimeToReachMidPoint;
//calculate the midpoint of these predicted positions
MidPoint = (APos + BPos) / 2.0; //then steer to arrive at it
return Arrive(MidPoint, fast);

}
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Path Following
Path following creates a steering force that moves a vehicle along a series of
waypoints forming a path. Sometimes paths have a start and end point, and
other times they loop back around on themselves forming a never-ending,
closed path.

You can use path following to:
• create agents that patrol important areas of a map
• enable units to traverse difficult terrain,
• help racing cars navigate around a racetrack.

They are useful in most situations where an agent
must visit a series of checkpoints.

These path have 6 waypoints: A, B, C, D, E, F.
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Path Following
The simplest way of following a path is to set the current
waypoint to the first in the list, steer toward that using
seek until the vehicle comes within a target distance of
it, then grab the next waypoint and seek to that, and so
on, until the current waypoint is the last waypoint in the
list.

When this happens the vehicle should either arrive at
the current waypoint, or, if the path is a closed loop, the
current waypoint should be set to the first in the list
again, and the vehicle just keeps on seeking.
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Path Following
SVector2D SteeringBehaviors::FollowPath()
{ //move to next target if close enough to current target (working in distance squared space)

if ( Vec2DDistanceSq(Path->CurrentWaypoint(), Vehicle->Pos()) <
WaypointSeekDistSq)
{Path->SetNextWaypoint(); }

if (! Path->Finished())
{ return Seek(Path->CurrentWaypoint()); }

else
{ return Arrive(Path->CurrentWaypoint(), normal); }

}
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Offset Pursuit
Offset pursuit calculates the steering force required to keep a vehicle
positioned at a specified offset from a target vehicle. This is particularly useful
for creating formations. When you watch an air display, many of the spectacular
maneuvers require that the aircraft remain in the same relative positions to the
lead aircraft.
The offset is always defined in "leader" space, so the first thing to do when
calculating this steering force is to determine the offset's position in world
space. After that the function proceeds similar to pursuit: A future position for
the offset is predicted and the vehicle arrives at that position.
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Offset Pursuit
SVector2D SteeringBehaviors::OffsetPursuit(const Vehicle* leader, const
SVector2D offset)
{ calculate the offset's position in world space

SVector2D WorldOffsetPos =
PointToWorldSpace(offset,

leader->Heading(),
leader->Side(),
leader->Pos());

SVector2D ToOffset = WorldOffsetPos - Vehicle->Pos();
the look-ahead time is proportional to the distance between the leader and the pursuer; and is inversely proportional to
the sum of both agents' velocities

double LookAheadTime = ToOffset.Length() / (m_pVehicle->MaxSpeed() +
leader->Speed());
//now arrive at the predicted future position of the offset

return Arrive(WorldOffsetPos + leader->Velocity() * LookAheadTime, fast);
}
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Offset Pursuit
• Arrive is used instead of seek as it gives far smoother motion and isn't so

reliant on the max speed and max force settings of the vehicles. Seek can
give some rather bizarre results at times — orderly formations can turn into
what looks like a swarm of bees attacking the formation leader!

• Offset pursuit is useful for all kinds of situations. Here are a few:
• Marking an opponent in a sports simulation
• Docking with a spaceship
• Shadowing an aircraft
• Implementing battle formations

• Leader following=Offset pursuit. Leader following is a behavior that creates
a steering force to keep multiple vehicles moving in single file behind a
leader vehicle. To create this sort of behavior the followers must arrive at
an offset position behind the vehicle in front while using separation to
remain apart from one another.
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Group Behaviors



Group Behaviors

• Group behaviors are steering behaviors
that take into consideration some or all of
the other vehicles in the game world. such
as, flocking is a combination of three
group behaviors- cohesion, separation,
and alignment -all working together.
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How a Group is Defined
To determine the steering force for a group behavior, a vehicle will consider
all other vehicles within a circular area of predefined size-known as the
neighborhood radius-centered on the vehicle.
The white vehicle is the steering agent and the gray circle shows the extent
of its neighborhood. Consequently, all the vehicles shown in black are
considered to be its neighbors and the vehicles shown in gray are not!!!
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Separation

Separation creates a force that steers a vehicle
away from those in its neighborhood region.
When applied to a number of vehicles, they will
spread out, trying to maximize their distance
from every other vehicle.
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Separation
Prior to calling separation, all the agents situated within a vehicle's
neighborhood are tagged. Separation then iterates through the
tagged vehicles, examining each one. The vector to each vehicle
under consideration is normalized, divided by the distance to the
neighbor, and added to the steering force.
Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Separation(const std::vector<Vehicle*>& neighbors)
{ Vector2D SteeringForce;
for (int a=0; a<neighbors.size(); ++a)
{ make sure this agent isn't included in the calculations and that the agent being examined is close enough.

if((neighbors[a] != Vehicle) && neighbors[a]->IsTagged())
{ Vector2D ToAgent = Vehicle->Pos() - neighbors[a]->Pos();
scale the force inversely proportional to the agent's distance from its neighbor.

SteeringForce += Vec2DNormalize(ToAgent)/ToAgent.Length(); } }
return SteeringForce;
}
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Alignment

Alignment attempts to keep a vehicle's heading aligned with its neighbors.
The force is calculated by first iterating through all the neighbors and
averaging their heading vectors. This value is the desired heading, so we
just subtract the vehicle's heading to get the steering force.

Cars moving along roads demonstrate alignment type behavior. They also
demonstrate separation as they try to keep a minimum distance from each
other.
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Alignment

Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Alignment(const std::vector<Vehicle*>& neighbors)
{ used to record the average heading of the neighbors Vector2D AverageHeading;
used to count the number of vehicles in the neighborhood

int NeighborCount = 0
iterate through all the tagged vehicles and sum their heading vectors

for (int a=0; a<neighbors.size(); ++a)
{ make sure *this* agent isn't included in the calculations and that the agent being examined is close enough

if((neighbors[a] != Vehicle) && neighbors[a]->IsTagged)
{ AverageHeading += neighbors[a]->Heading(); ++NeighborCount; } }
if the neighborhood contained one or more vehicles, average their heading vectors.
if (NeighborCount > 0) { AverageHeading /= (double)NeighborCount;
AverageHeading -= Vehicle->Heading(); }
return AverageHeading; }
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Cohesion

Cohesion produces a steering force that moves a vehicle toward the center
of mass of its neighbors.
We use this force to keep a group of vehicles together.

This method proceeds similarly to the alignement, except this time we
calculate the average of the position vectors of the neighbors. This gives us
the center of mass of the neighbors -the place the vehicle wants to get to -
so it seeks to that position.
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Cohesion
Vector2D SteeringBehaviors::Cohesion(const std::vector<Vehicle*>& neighbors)
{ first find the center of mass of all the agents

Vector2D CenterOfMass, SteeringForce;
int NeighborCount = 0;
iterate through the neighbors and sum up all the position vectors

for (int a=0; a<neighbors.size(); ++a)
{ make sure *this* agent isn't included in the calculations and that //the agent being examined is a neighbor

if((neighbors[a] != Vehicle) && neighbors[a]->IsTagged())
{ CenterOfMass += neighbors[a]->Pos(); ++NeighborCount; } }
if (NeighborCount > 0)
{ the center of mass is the average of the sum of positions

CenterOfMass /= (double)NeighborCount;
now seek toward that position

SteeringForce = Seek(CenterOfMass); }
return SteeringForce; }
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Obstacle Avoidance
Obstacle avoidance is a behavior that steers a vehicle
to avoid obstacles lying in its path.
An obstacle is any object that can be approximated by a
circle.
This is achieved by steering the vehicle so as to keep a
rectangular area - a detection box, extending forward
from the vehicle - free of collisions.
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Obstacle Avoidance
Finding the Closest Intersection Point: The process of checking for
intersections with obstacles

The detection box's width is equal to the bounding radius of the vehicle, and its
length is proportional to the vehicle's current speed -the faster it goes,
the longer the detection box
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Flocking
• Often you will be using a combination of steering

behaviors to get the behavior you desire. Very
rarely will you only use one behavior in isolation.

• By combining the different steering we get
interesting behaviors reaction

• Demo
• Raven
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Questions
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Obstacle Avoidance
• There will be two intersection points, Note that it is possible to have an obstacle

in front of the vehicle, but it will have an intersection point to the rear of the
vehicle. This is shown in the figure by obstacle A. The algorithm discards these
cases and only considers intersection points laying on the positive x-axis.

• The algorithm tests all the remaining obstacles to find the one with the closest
(positive) intersection point. see the code as appendix.
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Obstacle Avoidance
Calculating the Steering Force

• There are a number of ways to calculate the lateral force, one of them is to
subtract the y value of the obstacle's local position from its radius. This results
in a lateral steering force away from the obstacle that diminishes with the
obstacle's distance from the x-axis. This force is scaled in proportion to the
vehicle's distance from the obstacle (because the closer the vehicle is to an
obstacle the quicker it should react).

• The next component of the steering force is the braking force. This is a force
acting backward, along the horizontal axis as shown in the figure, and is also
scaled in proportion to the vehicle's distance from the obstacle.

• The steering force is finally transformed into world space, resulting in the value
returned from the method.
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Obstacle Avoidance
A. The vehicle should only consider those obstacles within range of its

detection box. Initially, the obstacle avoidance algorithm iterates
through all the obstacles in the game world and tags those that are within
this range for further consideration.

B. The algorithm then transforms all the tagged obstacles into the vehicle's
local space . This makes life much easier as after transformation any
objects with a negative local x-coordinate can be dismissed.

C. The algorithm now has to check to see if any obstacles overlap the
detection box. Local coordinates are useful here as all you need to do is
expand the bounding radius of an obstacle by half the width of the
detection box (the vehicle's bounding radius) and then check to see if its
local y value is smaller than this value. If it isn't, then it won't intersect the
detection box and can subsequently be discarded from further
consideration.
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Obstacle Avoidance
D. At this point there are only those obstacles remaining that intersect the

detection box. It's now necessary to find the intersection point closest to the
vehicle. Once more, local space comes to the rescue. Step C expanded an
object's bounding radius. Using this, a simple line/circle intersection test can
be used to find where the expanded circle intersects the x-axis
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The code is as follows
//if we have found an intersecting obstacle, calculate a steering force away from it

Vector2D SteeringForce;
if (ClosestIntersectingObstacle)
{ //the closer the agent is to an object, the stronger the steering force should be

double multiplier = 1.0 + (m_dDBoxLength - LocalPosOfClosestObstacle.x) / m_dDBoxLength;

//calculate the lateral force

SteeringForce.y = (ClosestIntersectingObstacle->BRadius()- LocalPosOfClosestObstacle.y) *
multiplier;

// apply a braking force proportional to the obstacle's distance from the vehicle.

const double BrakingWeight = 0.2;
SteeringForce.x = (ClosestIntersectingObstacle->BRadius() -
LocalPosOfClosestObstacle.x) * BrakingWeight; }

//finally, convert the steering vector from local to world space

return VectorToWorldSpace( SteeringForce,
m_pVehicle->Heading(),
m_pVehicle->Side()); }
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Other Implementation

Here is a Java-based animated diagrams of steering behaviors

http://www.red3d.com/cwr/steer/
The source code for these applets is available at:

http://opensteer.sourceforge.net/
Reading!!!
http://www.red3d.com/cwr/steer/gdc99/
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The Raven Game Engine
• Map Overview
• Raven: An Overview
• Game Architecture
• The Raven Map
• Raven Weapons
• Projectiles
• Triggers
• AI Implementation

– Decision Making
– Movement
– Path Planning
– Target Selection
– Weapon Handling
– Updating the AI Components

• Exercices
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Map Overview
• Use Map Editor to edit your own map
• You can activate many options
• They are the same maps used in chap. 1, pathfinding A*, DSF, BSF etc.
• See Raven_DM1, parameters for Raven are stored in the Lua script file params.lua
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Raven: An Overview
• A bot can be selected by right-clicking on it once. When selected, a

red circle will be drawn around the bot and additional AI-related
information will be drawn to the screen and you will "possess" it. It
will be under your control and can be moved by right-clicking on the
part of the map you'd like it to travel to.

• The navigation AI of the bot will automatically provide assistance by
planning the shortest path to the chosen location.

• The aim of the bot is controlled by the mouse. A left click will fire the
bot's current weapon in the direction of the mouse cursor.

• You can change weapons (provided the bot is carrying more than
one) by pressing the keys "1" to "4".

• A bot is released from your control by right-clicking on a different bot
or by pressing the "X" key
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Raven: An Overview

• The best is to possess only one and try to
control him.
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Nature Steering Behaviors
The following links shows birds behaviors

• http://ibc.hbw.com/ibc/phtml/votacio.phtml?idVideo=9271&Mycteria_americana
• http://ibc.hbw.com/ibc/phtml/votacio.phtml?idVideo=9267&Mycteria_americana
• http://ibc.hbw.com/ibc/phtml/votacio.phtml?idVideo=21166&Mycteria_americana
• http://ibc.hbw.com/ibc/phtml/votacio.phtml?idVideo=9583&Jabiru_mycteria
• http://ibc.hbw.com/ibc/phtml/votacio.phtml?idVideo=14719&Ciconia_boyciana
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